# New Mexico Department of Transportation Construction Restrictions as of 01-30-2020

## Route Mile Marker | Construction Restriction and Location | Contact Person
--- | --- | ---
I-25 MM 0.6 - 1.0 | 12' wide restriction southbound lanes only. This is located from the I-10/I-25 Interchange to the NM 101/University Exit. This is set to start 01/02/2020. This is set to last 1 month. | Ryan Tafoya (575) 418-7891
I-25 MM 216.2 - 218.3 | 22' wide restriction both north and south bound lanes. This is located at the I-25/ NM 47 Interchange. This is set to start 12/02/2019. | Isaac Chavez (505) 469-9873
I-25 MM 216.2 - 218.3 | 12' wide restriction both north and south bound lanes. This is located at the I-25/ NM 47 Interchange. This is set to start 12/02/2019. | Isaac Chavez (505) 469-9873
I-25/Bus LP Las Vegas Grand AVE | 11' width restriction North and South bound lanes. This restriction is located within Las Vegas City limits. This construction starts at I-25 off ramp exit # 344 to 7th St. | Andres Urban (575) 512-9937 or Mark Martinez (575) 794-2674
US 64 (Farmington) MM 54 - MM 58 | 10' width restriction east and west bound lanes. This is located at JCT US 64/ Browning Parkway & US 64/ CR 350. This is a 24/7 construction zone with no local detours. Contractor is Mountain States Gilbert (505) 201-0533 | Cassie Peskor (505) 231-6804
US 70 MM 142 - MM 147 | 11' width restriction east and west bound lanes. This is located in Las Cruces from JCT US 70/1-10 to NM 188. This will be night work Mon-Sun 7PM - 6AM. This will start 10/27/2019. | Terri Borden 575-494-1034
US 70 MM 150 - MM 151 | 12' width restriction both East and West bound. This is located in Las Cruces, over I-25. This is set to start 10/19/2019 and is set to complete February 2020. HOS Mon-Fri 7AM- 5:30 PM. | Ryan Tafoya (575) 418-7891
US 82 MM 106.2 - MM 106.7 | 11' width restriction both East and West bound lanes. This is located within City limits of Artesia between 14th St. & 4th St. No available detours. This is set to start 02/05/2020. | Donna Gilliland (575) 624-4857
US 82 MM 111 - MM 112 | 11' width restriction both East and West bound lanes. This is located over the Pecos River, about 4 miles east of Artesia. No available detours. This is set to start 02/05/2020. | Donna Gilliland (575) 624-4857
US 82 MM 107.65 - MM 139.07 | 12' width restriction East and West bound lanes. This restriction is located within Artesia and ends 8 miles east of Maljamar, NM. | Randy (Ernest) Lueras (575) 626-8938
US 82 MM 170.7 - MM 171.3 | 11' width restriction in both North and South bound lanes. This is located in the middle of Lovington. This is set to start 10/25/2019. This restriction coincides with NM 83 restriction. There are no local detours. | Patrick Lopez (575) 626-9872
US 285 MM 69.5 - MM 69.7 | 11' width restriction in both North and South bound lanes. This is located from JCT US 5/ US 285 to CR Richay Ave. Carrier may use NM 229 to detour. This is set to start 02/05/2020. | Donna Gilliland (575) 624-4857
US 285 MM 87 - MM 88 | 11' width restriction in both North and South bound lanes. This is located 20 miles north of Artesia. No available detours. This is set to start 02/05/2020. | Donna Gilliland (575) 624-4857
US 550 MM 0 - MM 3 | 12' width restriction both north and south bound lanes. This is located in Bernalillo. This is mostly night work only Mon-Thurs 8PM - 6AM. Possible frequent temp lane closures during day time. This will start 10/28 | Patsy Najar (505) 401-0702
US 550 MM 0 - MM 3 | 20' width restriction both north and south bound lanes due to concrete wall barriers. This is located in Bernalillo. Possible travel exceptions. | Patsy Najar (505) 401-0702
NM 6 MM 35.2 - 35.8 | 11' width restriction both east and west bound lanes. This is located over the Rio Grande River in Los Lunas. This is set to start 12/16/2019. | Joshua Gallegos (505) 318-6752
NM 28 MM 29.64 to MM 30 | 10' width restriction East & West bound lanes. This is located right in Las Cruces under the I25/NM 28 Interchange. No detours available. This will start 06/21/2018. | Ryan Tafoya (575) 418-7891
NM 48 MM 7 to MM 8 | 11' width restriction North & South bound lanes. This is located south of Capitan. | Aaron Clark (575) 626-9817
NM 83 MM 0 - 0.5 | 11' width restriction both east and bound lanes. This is located in the middle of Lovington. This is set to start 10/25/2019. This restriction coincides with US 82 restriction. There are no local detours. | Patrick Lopez (575) 626-9872
NM 136 MM 4 - MM 6.5 | 12' width restriction both North & South bound lanes. Travel exceptions allowed on if delivery/Pick-Up in Santa Teresa only. No other travel exceptions allowed due to concrete wall barrier. There are no local detours! | Andrew Gonzales (575) 252-9332 or Feliciano Bravo (575) 288-5155
NM 188 MM 1.4 - MM 3.05 | 10' width restriction in both North & South bound lanes. This is located in Las Cruces from JCT US 70 to JCT US 70. This will start 06/21/2018. | Ryan Tafoya (575) 418-7891
NM 574 MM 0.227 - MM 0.237 | 10' width restriction both north and south bound lanes. Max weight restriction of 24K. This is located near La Plata, NM. | Cassie Peskor (505) 231-6804

## Route Mile Marker | Other Travel Restrictions and Locations | Contact Person
--- | --- | ---
Santa Fe CR60 0 | 18 ton (20K) weight limit on Santa Fe County road 60 (Seton Village / Timberwick / Nine Miles) over interstate 25. | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-10 MM 81 | 170,000 GVW weight restriction both East and West bound lanes located in Deming corridor | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-10 MM 82 | 170,000 GVW weight restriction both East and West bound lanes located in Deming corridor | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-10 MM 83 | 170,000 GVW weight restriction both East and West bound lanes located in Deming corridor | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-10 MM 142 | 170,000 GVW weight restriction both East and West bound lanes located in Las Cruces on I-10 over Main St. and Valley Dr. | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-10 Bus LP (Deming) MM 4/ Over I-10 | 80,000 GVW Bridge located north and south over I-10 at MM 85. Loads must use Exit 82 to access local Deming. | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-25 MM 106. 9 | 140,000 weight restriction both north and south bound lanes located over Nogal Canyon. | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-25 (Socorro) MM 150 | Exit # 150 both north and south bound into Socorro is restricted to any over height loads. The City has requested that any overheight load please utilize Exit # 147 as there will not be any street lights encountered from that exit. | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
I-25 MM 230 - 231 | All OS/GW loads traveling northbound on I-25 must travel in far left lane when crossing bridge in MM 230 - 231 due to damaged beams. Bridge is located on I-25 over San Mateo Blvd in Albuquerque, NM. | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
US 54 325.3 | 120,000 GVW weight restriction on US 54 over the Canadian River south of Logan. This weight must meet blue loading weights at all times even if the 120K GVW restriction is met. | Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470
US 60/84/70 (Clovis,NM) MM 309- MM 391 No OS/OW loads through City of Clovis. Mover must utilize the designated truck bypass NM 270 (Norriss St. & Brady Ave.) No exceptions. There are no other local available detours. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

US 60 266.89 140,000 GVW weight restriction on east bound bridge west of Vaughn at mile point 266.9. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

US 64 MM 22.2 120,000 GVW weight restriction located just south of Shiprock. This bridge runs over the San Juan River. Leslie Sanchez (505)476-2470

US 64 MM 242.7 120,000 GVW weight restriction located just west of Taos, NM. This bridge runs over the Rio Rande Gorge. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

US 64 MM 224- MM 250 Loads 14' wide to 18' wide requires 2 escorts. Loads wider than 16' will need 3 escorts at all times on US 64 from Tres Piedras to Taos. JCT US 64/ NM 522. Max width allowed is 18' wide. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

US 82 7.3 10' wide restriction located at High Rolls at mile post 7.3 both east and west bound lanes through the tunnel. No Exceptions! Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

US 84/ Pojoaque Area MM 180-181 250,000 GVW weight restriction on US 84/285 over the Interchange to NM 502. Mover must use NM 502 & NM 30. We will not send OS loads through town in Española, NM (Paseo de Onate or Riverside Dr) unless Pick-Up/Delivery on those routes. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

US 84 MM 225 Legal Width (80K) restriction on US 84 north and south bound lanes. This is located near Abiquiu Dam. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 1 MM 52.1- MM 61.3 Loads ‘14 wide to 18’ wide requires 2 escorts. Loads wider than 16’ will need 3 escorts at all times between San Antonio and Socorro. Max width of 16’ wide Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 1 MM 112.5 140,000 GVW weight restriction both north and south bound lanes located over I-25 just south of JCT NM 107/25 Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 2 MM 8 - MM 23 No OS/OW loads through Town of Hagerman due to RR tracks. There are no available local detours. Please call Permit Office for available routing. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 3 Entire Route No OS/OW loads will be allowed on this route except for Pick-Up/Delivery, Additional Escorts may be required. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 9 Entire Route Loads 20’ and wider are to contact Mike Tracey- NMDOT Animas Patrol Supervisor, before proceeding on NM 9. Ground clearance must be granted prior to movement. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 14 MM 16 - MM 30 There is a 40’ length restriction location between Golden and Madrid. Only loads delivering within this area will be allowed with escorts, which may include police. Other safety devices may be place along with posted signs. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 15 Starting @ MM 6 - entire RT No Oversize or Overweight loads will be allowed. Additional escorts may be required. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 26 Entire Route 16’ maximum width from the junction of US 180 to the junction of I-25. Additional escorts may be required. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 41 MM 0 - MM 27 16’ maximum width from the junction of US 60 to the junction of US 285 in Moriarty. Additional escorts may be required. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 53 MM 86 No bridge weight/ legal weight restriction. This bridge is located over 140 near Grants. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 55 Entire Route 16’ maximum width from junction US 60 to junction US 54. Additional escorts may be required. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 68 Town of Taos All OS/OW loads traveling within the city limits of Taos must have law enforcement. Law enforcement may consist of Local or County. NO EXCEPTIONS!! Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 76 Entire Route Due to “high risk” route escorts are required. 10’ - 12’ = 1 civilian escort; 12’1”-16’= 2 civilian escorts; 16’ 1” & more= 3 civilian escorts. Max width of 16’ wide Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 96 Entire route Due to “high risk” route escorts are required. 12’1”-14’1” = 1 civilian escort; 14’1”-16’= 2 civilian escorts; 16’ 1” & more= 3 civilian escorts. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 185 24.8 Bridge located to 10 tons located south of Hatch. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 176/ NM 207 City Limits of Eunice,NM Per city ordinance, NM 176 & NM 207 in Eunice is prohibited from all OS/OW traffic through Downtown Eunice. Designated truck bypass Texas Ave. (CR23) & Legion Rd. (CR33) are signed for use. NM State permit will NOT route on Local/County routes. Truck route must be submitted specifically by carrier with permission from county entity. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 203 Entire Route 30,000 GVW weight restriction. This is located near Lake Sumner; north of Fort Sumner Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470


NM 247 Entire Route No overweight loads due to condition of pavement. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 300 Intersection W/Santa Fe County Road 36 17’ height restriction at intersection of NM 300 with Santa Fe County Road 36. County requires a minimum of 24HR prior notification prior to travel. Johnny Baca (505) 892-3020 or Mike Montoya (505) 827-5169

NM 417 MM 0 - MM 5 10 ton weight limit on NM 417 from JCT NM 402/ TX Line. Located just north of US 54 near Nara Visa Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 419 7.1 to 27.5 Closed at MM 17.0 due to damaged bridge. No overweight loads between mile point 7.1 and 27.5. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470


NM 518 MM 0 - MM 72 Loads 14’ wide to 16’ wide requires 2 escorts. Loads wider than 16’ will need 3 escorts at all times Max width of 18’ wide Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 549 MM 0 - MM 30 Loads 14’ wide to 16’ wide requires 2 escorts. Loads wider than 16’ will need 3 escorts at all times between Deming and Akela. Max width of 18’ wide Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 599/ NM 14 WFR MM 4 - MM 7 14’ width restriction East & West Bound. Located NM 14 & NM 599. This FR starts on NM 599 & ends @ the SF Outlet Mall. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

NM 325 / 456 / 551 From Do Re Moe to Colorado Maximum width = 16’ without escort, max width = 12’ with escort. Loads over 12’ wide. No travel on NM 325 @ Capulin to Folsom. Leslie Sanchez (505) 476-2470

FOR UPDATED INFORMATION ON CONSTRUCTION PLEASE CONTACT THE NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, PERMIT OFFICE AT (505) 476-2475 X1